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The Concept of Trinity as a Journey Towards Wholeness: Pre-script 
 

Before journeying with the audience through this presentation I offered some background 
comments which are helpful to include here. I suggested that this was neither an academic 
treatise nor a fully worked through history of the concept of Holy Trinity. It used, I said, one 
interpretation of history about the role the Cappadocian philosophers played in the 
development of the doctrine. This interpretation suggested a very different form of 
understanding of Trinity – not a rigid, doctrinal certainty about the hierarchical nature of God 
but a much more fluid – indeed “progressive” - concept. 
 
I went on to say that because this was not an academic presentation it “had been freed to be 
rich with my experience.” There is much in here about what “feels right” to me at this point in 
time. This offered the wonderful opportunity for the audience to take it or leave it – in whole or 
in part. Does it accord with your experience? – wonderful. Does it “rub against’” your 
experience in ways which create helpful questions? – marvellous. Does it grate unnervingly? 
– you are free to let it grate or let it go as you wish. I might say, having made the presentation, 
that there are already phrases I would adjust or expressions I would tweak – but I would not 
change my fundamental sense of meaning at this point. 
 
During the presentation there were many very fine questions and observations. But there are 
two that I want to briefly mention here as they do usefully shape the reading of the 
presentation materials.  
 
The first related to the notion of wholeness and the second related to where “evil” or “bad 
stuff” fits into the ideas I presented. These are big topics on which I have reflected deeply in 
the past but let me offer a comment that (only just) begins to respond to the questions.  
 
For some, the mere mention of the word “wholeness” creates tension because it suggests 
some future point where all flaws are eliminated and a perfect world created. It was not my 
intention to suggest this in my use of the term. As I said to another group recently, wholeness 
is not the elimination of flaws; it is the loving integration of flaws. As individual humans or 
groups we cannot really ever see the complete picture (or, in other words, the whole system). 
So our human actions within the system create flaws because we take short-sighted action. I 
don’t see this reality ending or being fully resolved to create “a perfect world.” So for me 
wholeness has the sense of current reality and future potential. The current reality is the 
ability – as individuals and most particularly as community - to recognise a flaw and to change 
our interaction with the system so as to correct it. The potential is the possibility to “shorten 
our feedback times.” All that means is that we create forms of communication and community 
where life denying action is recognised, conversed about and acted on in shorter and shorter 
response times. Therefore all manner of “bad stuff” (of the type that comes from human 
frailty) actually belongs within the notion of wholeness. It creates the feedback with which to 
change the system. The purpose of “the dance of creation” which is discussed in this 
presentation is to make us more and more aware of how we are imbedded in creation. And 
through that awareness comes the potential to transform and be transformed. 
 
Adrian Pyle, April 2009
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“Three, then, is the smallest number of characters 
with which simple balance can be established, as 
anyone will tell you who has deeply studied the 
Holy Trinity or an everyday barstool.”

- Elizabeth Gilbert: Eat, Pray, Love; One Woman’s 
Search for Everything (2006)
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Some Background Concepts

• Trinity does not appear to be a “literal concept” of either the biblical or 

historical Jesus or the communities around “these people.”

• Trinity does appear to be a “metaphorical concept” of the biblical and 

historical Jesus and the communities around “these people.”

• In simplistic terms (possibly too simplistic) “the Jesus of history” and “the 

Christ” are not the same thing.

• The concept of Trinity is a Christian/Christological idea more that it is a 

Jesuian/Jesuological idea.

•There is a point to divine creativity and that point is “wholeness” – the 

burgeoning recognition of a state of unity in all that is physical. 

 
 
 
You may or may not agree with these ideas. But in terms of understanding the rest of this 
presentation, it’s helpful to understand how my experience of this topic (and of life) shapes my 
view of it. 
 
Point 1: What I mean by this is that: 

-  in what we think we know of the historical Jesus and 
-  in the poetry of the canonical gospels (Matthew, Mark, Luke, John) and 
-  the poetry of the writings attributed to Paul 

 
….there is no evidence of a “fully worked through” Trinitarian philosophy amongst either the 
writers of or the players in these accounts. There is certainly reference to Trinitarian actors 
(“holy spirit”, “son”) but for various reasons that are beyond the scope of this presentation, 
serious scholars appear to eschew any idea that “Trinity” was being worked out as a 
publically stated theory/philosophy in these accounts. 
 
Point 2: What I mean by this point is that when you see the notion of Trinity that I want to 
develop today, I hope you might agree that it is consistent with the picture of God that we 
think that the historical Jesus was painting. I think it is also consistent with the more nuanced 
understanding we are gaining of the gospel and Pauline communities and their attempts to 
understand the God of Jesus (given the various constraints and contexts of their time). 
 
Point 3: My point about “too simplistic” is just my attempt to be humble. Do I have a right to 
assert anything dogmatically about the mostly mysterious person we call Jesus?  
 
To explain point three further, it might be helpful to offer my definition of Christ. Can I say that 
this has absolutely no basis in academia and is entirely my own concoction? You may never 
see this again so you are a privileged people today. My definition of the “Christ” is “the 
greased one.” This definition arises from a study of the etymology (word history) of the word 
Christ.  
 
As I delve through the word’s background (and the background of the words that contributed 
to “Christ”) I find a common point in words like “oil” and “grease.” Even if this not academically 
defensible it is poetically very pleasing to me. For the idea comes to mind of a physical body 
so oiled as to both absorb and yet still “let slip through” the love of a creative source.  
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To shift the metaphor slightly, I see in this mystic Thomas Merton’s poetic description of the 
Christ as a tree. A tree of course, can never be self-absorbed. What is received by it is 
mirrored straight out in the thankfulness of growth and beauty – perfect giving and perfect 
receiving. In human terms a person can be “the Christ” only if they are so spiritually and 
psychologically mature that their ego does not destroy (or inwardly divert) the love of the 
creative source – in other words they “be” fully what they “be.” Was the historical Jesus this 
person?  That’s a good question which we’ll just have to keep discussing with no promise of 
an answer. The Gospel and Pauline Jesus is certainly a model of that person and hence held 
up as “the Christ.” (As an aside, when we refer to the “Christ in you” or “the Christ in me” I 
believe that is referring to the seed of potential in all of us to exercise that spiritual maturity 
and find God seeping through us). 
 
Perhaps the Christ/Jesus conversation is the great elephant in the room of current Christian 
discourse. I know of traditional thinkers who would happily entertain the possibility of what I 
have said in private. Yet to so publicly raise the nature of the Jesus ad Christ connection is 
“unnecessarily undermining the mystery” or “not a can of worms to be opened.” This 
argument is offered even though we appear to be living in an age (as I will shortly 
demonstrate if it is not already evident) of deep literalism. In this age I observe very little 
recognition of the poetic and mysterious value of terms as simple as “Christ Jesus.” So 
people smack up against such terms, reject them as quaint ideas and miss the Gospel point 
along the way. I don’t want that to happen, at least as much as it appears to happen at the 
moment. I hear that argument that progressive Christianity is “the literalism at the other end of 
conservatism” but I wonder whether offering people some literal alternatives (such as “maybe 
‘Jesus’ and ‘the Christ’ are not the same”) opens one’s mind to lose one’s mind, so to speak – 
or to put it another way opens the path to the poetic and mysterious. It did for me.      
 
Point 4: Trinity is a concept (this is an important word because it indicates that it is only a 
mind construction – though my contention is that it is one with a lot of poetic truth - or 
“usefulness” for those who prefer more utilitarian language)  
 
It is a concept developed in the period 300 to 400 CE to explain a God that is not only beyond 
us, but that oozes through us (Christ) and is amongst us.  
 
Of course we believe this concept of God is heavily modeled by what we think a physical 
Jesus did on earth in the first half of the first century CE. But I (at least) can tread lightly with 
connection between the physical (historical) and the conceptual (Christological). Dare I 
suggest that we are still learning more about the nature of Christ even today, and not only 
from the example of a first century carpenter? That’s controversial but it is my deep 
experience. It doesn’t necessarily de-centralize Jesus from my Christian experience, just 
recognizes many other influences on it. 
 
Point 5: All I can say about this is this. It’s what I observe in the way the world works and the 
yearnings of its people. 
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Adrian

Acts on jug

To affect the glass of water

 
 
 
(Adrian pouring a glass of water from a jug) Our Greek/Roman based languages have the 
following effect. They suggest that the subject acts on, controls and is separate from the 
object. I am separate from the jug and act on “it.” Hence we might say that our language 
encourages objectification of “the other”, creating the notion of hierarchy, patriarchy and 
anthropocentrism (the placing of human characteristics and ideas/notions at the “centre” of 
creation). This world-view is direct, linear, one-way and non-responsive. It is said that Dante 
when writing his great work “Divina Commedia” refused to use Latin and described it (I 
paraphrase of course) as a materialistic, mechanistic language, which is the nature of what 
I’m expressing above. Instead he used a dialect which later became the basis for modern 
Italian because it was poetic/metaphorical rather than being literal.  
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Adrian

Jug

Glass of 
water

Water level

Subatomic physics has taught us that the very presence of an observer has an effect 
on the observed, and philosophers of science tell us that it is impossible to separate 
the two. Our knowledge – far from requiring antiseptic distance between the knower 
and the known – would not be possible if we were not in intimate relationship with the 
things we seek to know.

Parker J Palmer: The Promise of Paradox: A Celebration of Contradictions in the Christian Life (2008)

 
 
 
So if it is actually too simplistic to say “Adrian is tipping the jug and pouring the water” what is 
really happening (admittedly still in very simplified form)?  
 
“Adrian is affecting the jug which is affecting the water glass which is affecting the water level 
in the glass, which in turn is affecting Adrian and so on.”  
 
This is describing what is happening as one “circular process” in play, but in reality there are a 
whole lot of “circular processes” taking place and this means high levels of interactions and 
interdependence amongst all players. Adrian is not the centre of the universe in this 
understanding but is an important part of the whole. As are the other players. 
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Some Players in the “Creation” of 
Trinity

• Cappadocian philosophers:

• Basil the Great

• Gregory of Nyssa

• Gregory of Nazianzus

• They made major contributions to the definition of the Trinity finalized at 

the First Council of Constantinople in 381 and the final version of the 

Nicene Creed which was formulated there. Pro-trinity!

• In the way these things have come to be interpreted, we might interpret 

the Cappadocians as being in the “Jesus = God” school. BAD G
UYS

 
 
 
If we put on our “hard” progressive hats and apply the full weight of judgement, we might see 
these gentlemen as the “bad guys.” 
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Some Players in the “Creation” of 
Trinity

• Arian philosophers:

• Arius

• Argued that the “Father God” and the “Christ” were not of the same 

substance. Pronounced a heretic at the First Council of Nicea, later 

exonerated and then again after his death. Anti-trinity!

• In the way these things have come to be interpreted, we might interpret 

the as being in the “Jesus not equal to God” school. 

GOOD G
UYS

 
 
 
Similarly we may view these gentlemen as the “good guys.” 
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But What If We Interpreted the 
Language a Little Differently?

• What if the Cappadocians (and those influenced by them) were really 

trying to introduce the world to the concept of God as PERICHORESIS?

• A big but crucially important word. Break it down….

• Peri – around – as in periscope, perimeter

• Choresis – dance – as in choreography

• That is “around dance” or “dance around” or “circle dance”

• And so we get the wonderful poetry of God  as the inter-penetration, 

interaction and interdependence of 1) “the creative source”, 2) “the fully 

open and alive material actor” and 3) “the interaction between and amongst 

1 and 2”

 
 
 
We’ll worry about the numerical aspects more later. For now rest and reflect on this notion of 
the “circular God.” 
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But What If We Interpreted the 
Language a Little Differently?

The Creative Source

The Open Earthly Vessel

The Holy Glue

The interpretation suggests that the Cappadocians understood God as the 
interactive dance of multiple divine characters. No one character exists or is 

evidenced independently of the other.  

 
 
 
What are these three “characteristics” of God I have written on this circle dance diagram? I 
have provided these descriptions (but there are many more): 
 
The “creative source” characteristic, using traditional Trinitarian language, is the ‘Father' 
characteristic. Just as ‘Father' was the language of the day for ‘source of life', this 
characteristic focuses us on the diversity of life (and I mean life both in an animate and 
inanimate sense) that the source makes possible. 
 
The “open earthly vessel” characteristic is the ‘Son' characteristic. Again, in the language of 
the day, sons shone the light of the family story into each new generation. In the Christian 
story, the divine light is said to shine through humanity, but only when humanity assumes a 
mantle of vulnerability as Jesus did. In other words we have to recognise our connectedness 
to the whole creation. 
 
The “holy glue” characteristic is the characteristic that encourages us to join into God's spirit 
of wholeness. Whether we see it as a mighty wind or a gentle breeze, the Spirit is continually 
placing the remnants of the old together to create something new. If we grapple with the first 
and second characteristics, we'll find we can't help but grapple with the third characteristic 
too. And we'll start pulling those remnants together ourselves and becoming more and more a 
part of the Spirit's creative process. 
 
In other words the original Trinitarian notion just might have been an attempt to describe a 
force for the creation (important word) of wholeness (important word). This force is not 
dictatorial, patriarchal or hierarchical but invites interaction and participation and CANNOT 
take place without it.  
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But What If We Interpreted the 
Language a Little Differently?

• And what if the Arian notion of “Father not equal to son” is actually saying 

that the divinity of “the father/creative source” is always more significant 

than the divinity “of the son/within the earthly vessels”? 

NOW REMEMBER OUR GLASS OF WATER EXAMPLE:

Creative Source

Human Divinity

Arian Idea

Acts 
Down 
Upon

Holy Glue

Human 
Divinity

Creative source

Cappadocian Idea

v

 
 
 
The good guys/bad guys thing may not be so clear cut (is it ever clear cut?). Note, by the 
way, that there is real evidence that the Arians actually had a very positive influence on the 
Cappadocian understandings and that my ‘reinterpretation’ of their approach is not clearly 
their perspective. I offer it here only to indicate how labelling (these guys are 
good/progressive) can hamper critical interaction with a particular argument. 
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Some Further Insights on This Idea

…(Within the) Trinity is the shared rule of equals in communion, not the domination of some 
over others. And yet Christianity quickly reverted to a nontrinitarian theology of God and 
politics in which the monarch’s rule became the rule of power over others and the rule of 
the one over the many……

….The ubiquitous sense of God as Father easily won out over what the Cappadocians had 
introduced as a highly qualified trinitarian sense…. The idea of divine monarchy was used 
to justify all kinds of hierarchy and domination: religious, moral, sexual, political. …The 
Cappadocians urged the church to think of (divine) fatherhood not as isolation or self-
sufficiency but as relation-to-another-who-is-equal.

(Trinity shifted from the exploration of divine relationship the Cappadocians intended to a 
preoccupation with the structure of God’s inner life and consequently….) a unitarian, 
patriarchal, monarchical, hierarchical theism gradually replaced a trinitarian monotheism 
with disastrous political results. Christian theologians justified every kind of hierarchy, 
exclusion and pattern of domination, whether religious, sexual, political, clerical, racial, as 
natural and divinely intended.

There are neither leaders nor followers in the divine dance, only an eternal movement of 
reciprocal giving and receiving, giving again and receiving again. To shift metaphors for a 
moment, God is eternally begetting and being begotten, spirating and being spirated. 

- Catherine Mowry LaCugna: God for Us: The Trinity and Christian Life (1991)

 
 
Have you ever seen Trinitarian/non-Trinitarian talked about this way? 
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A Radical (Deep Rooted) Challenge

• What we are seeing here is a deep rooted challenge to the Roman (and consequently 

our western) status quo. As we explored in the earlier “pouring the water” example, our 

system is based heavily on linear/hierarchical notions. But the alternative Trinitarian idea 

asserts the divinity in circular/system/process/relational notions.

• It is the move from (in the language of Roman times):

Creative Source

Human Divinity

Arian Idea

Acts 
Down 
Upon Holy Glue

Human 
Divinity

Creative source

Cappadocian Idea

to

Caesar is Lord (The) Christ is Lord
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Some questions for table 
discussion…

• How does the idea of God as a 

• circle

• dance

• inter-relational

• multi-charactered actor

…………..sit with you?

• In what ways do you see the life/teachings of the historical and gospel 

Jesus reflected in this notion of God? 

• Can you identify obvious ways the “liner/hierarchical” dominates the 

relational in your experiences of life?
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Three 

• Remember this:
“Three, then, is the smallest number of characters with which simple 
balance can be established, as anyone will tell you who has deeply 
studied the Holy Trinity or an everyday barstool.”

- Elizabeth Gilbert: Eat, Pray, Love; One Woman’s Search for Everything (2006)

• Despite the huge diversity of tools to support the promotion of creative life, 
all such tools are based on three simple principles: attention, escape, and 
movement.

- Plsek, PE Creativity, Innovation, and Quality (1997)

 
 
 
Regarding the number “three” - I suggest that the significance in three is not that it is a 
particularly auspicious whole number. It is just that it is the first number that begins to suggest 
“community”, the first number where harmony can be achieved out of the potential chaos 
(multiple viewpoints). It is the simplest place at which “complex relating” can begin, which (to 
me) sounds like a poetic key to God. There is potential of balance/harmony/wholeness arising 
out of tension. 
 
Regarding the three players – The idea of a Trinitarian/perichoretic notion of God is that 
divinity beyond, divinity within the physical and the divinity amongst all players are all partners 
in the creative process. They are all co-creators of the possibility of wholeness (which as I 
said earlier is an assumption I make, based on experience about “the point of God.”) Now 
Plsek is not a religious or spiritual writer. He is a business author and in his study of human 
creativity (which I am assuming is a subset of all or divine creativity [“made in the image of”] 
and therefore a good proxy for it) he finds that no matter what tools people develop to assist 
creativity they keep relying on three principle to light the creative spark: 
 

a) Attention: this means appreciation of what is – of the reasonableness of what we 
have to work with. I am suggesting to you that this is simply appreciation of the 
“creative source/father” dimension of God – that dimension that lays before us the 
objects for creativity. 

b) Escape: this means seeing the myriad possibilities in the objects for creativity and not 
being stuck in past assumptions about “past right ways.” I am suggesting to you that 
this reflects the “open earthly vessel/humble son” dimension of God – that dimension 
that sees its part in the creative process, plays its part in the creative process and 
also clearly acknowledges the part of every other player. 

c) Movement: this means knitting together the creative possibilities that come out of all 
of the above into a newly created possibility. I am suggesting to you that this reflects 
the “holy glue/spirit” dimension of God – that interacts and interplays and throws the 
created outcome back to the created sources to create a new cycle of creativity 
…and the dance goes on. 
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This Idea Starts Appearing Everywhere: Theory U

1 Head/Open Mind 3 Hands/Open Will

2 Heart/Open Heart

 
 
 
Social scientist Otto Scharmer and his associates developed, some years back, a summary 
theory of profound change and creativity in communities and organisations. They called it 
theory U as an embodied sense of the movements we make when being creative. 
 
Head/Open Mind – with our head we begin to appreciate the possibilities for creativity for 
ourselves and all of creation (creative source/father) 
Heart/Open Heart – with our heart we see that our capacities and our viewpoints are only one 
small part of the picture (open earthly vessel/humble son) 
Hands/Open Will – with our hands we join with all other hands and all other manifestations of 
action to create a new reality that is greater than the “sum of the parts” (holy glue/spirit) 
 
Of course a “U” is just a semi-circle and the dance completes as the U is closed and there is a 
new reality to be appreciated and worked with through another stanza of the dance. 
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A Relevant Idea…..

…Our task is to notice, pause, affirm, imagine and then act on (the creative) presence in 
our lives and then extend…that presence to others in our ordinary and extraordinary 
encounters. We are to be theologians of the hand and heart as well as the mind! As we live 
our adventures we will discover that all places are holy and all encounters healing.

…(the creative source) is not stuck in a pre-planned vision of the universe. (It) does not 
determine the unchanging future in eternity but lives towards the future in terms of a 
constantly creative present moment. 

…(It) is open to novelty, change and surprise. (It) has the resources to adapt to every 
contingency we can imagine by nurturing new possibilities where we might see only dead-
ends.

…We discover that our adventure is part of a vastly larger spiritual adventure., for the 
universe itself is also open and unfinished. 

…Our choices partly shape God’s next movement in the dance of life.

- Bruce Epperly: Holy Adventure: Forty-One Days of Audacious Living (2008) 
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This Idea Starts Appearing Everywhere: Theory U

1 Head/Open Mind 3 Hands

2 Heart/Open Heart

 
 
 
The point of theory U, as we’ve seen in the Trinitarian understanding of God, is that attempts 
to change things linearly are “the usual approach of the status quo” but are unsustainable. 
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This Idea Starts Appearing Everywhere: Theory U

1 Head/Open Mind 3 Hands

2 Heart/Open Heart

 
 
 
Only by opening the heart and the will (stepping down from our assumptions and pre-
conceived models) can sustained change and creativity come about – which I think brings a 
quite healthy metaphorical understanding to the cross. 
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Threesomes …some others…

WholenessactionunityfaithDan Millman

BalancedIndonesiaIndiaItalyElizabeth 
Gilbert

GodsustainerredeemercreatorNon-masculine 
Trinitarian

OneapostoliccatholicholyCreedal

= GodHoly 
Glue/Spirit

Open Earthly 
Vessel/Humble 
Son

Creative 
Source/Father

Type

 
 
 

• Having this understanding of the nature of the “three actors” we can begin to see how 
various notions of “three-somes” both from religious and non-religious circles tell this 
story… 

 
 

• We progressives are often highly challenged by the language of the creeds and of 
church history  - and I’m not asking you to agree with these interpretations – but they 
put an interesting (poetic) sense on language we otherwise find challenging.  

 
 

• For example one author asks us to read the creedal formulation as follows:  
• Where there exists the: 

• holy as a sense of all that is necessary (reasonable) has 
been made available (creative source/father) 

• catholic as a sense of the true universal person (open earthly 
vessel/humble son) 

• apostolic as a sense of the messenger carrying the new 
creation out for awareness (holy glue/spirit)  

…….. Here will you see “One”ness 
 
 

• The creator/redeemer/sustainer formulation can be problematic for a range of 
reasons, especially where the redeemer language invokes the idea of sacrificial 
atonement as the central idea of Jesus’ life. Yet the word history of ‘redeemer’ is 
actually linked to wholeness and so there is another idea possible – the redeemer as 
the one who can “turn around” the idea of self as central and all of the limiting 
assumptions that go with that and humbly recognise its true place in the world. 

 
 

• In Eat, Pray, Love: One Woman’s Search for Everything, Elizabeth Gilbert spends 
four months in each of these countries. She finds in: 

• Italy: The deep appreciation for beauty in “what is” and a deep devotion to 
“creative potential”  - creative source sort of language. 

• India: A depth of search for the divinity within and the place of the one 
amongst the whole – open vessel sort of language. 
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• Indonesia: the depth of potential when these two attitudes can interact with 
each other – holy glue type language. 

 
 

• Christ Community Church in Michigan undertook a sermon series based an 
exploration of Dan Millman’s books. You can find that series on their website around 
the end of 2008/beginning of 2009. The central ideas of each sermon are faith (there 
is abundance with which to create), unity (no one alone has the answer) and action 
(creating something new with the strands of possibility). 

 
 

• Brilliant US Community Developer, Banking CEO and Anglican Priest Bliss Brown 
says here favourite “threesome” descriptor for the trinity is the recycling sign – perfect 
giving, perfect receiving and nothing wasted! 
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A question for table discussion…

• Think about the nature of the “threesomes” proposed here and discuss 

their meaning for you. Are there other three-pronged descriptors of God 

that make sense to you?
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Practicing This: Jesus and the “U”

Actors for 
Justice: How do 
we practice 
naming a new 
reality and joining 
other groups that 
are creating that 
new reality?

Mystics: How do we practice 
getting our small selves out of the 
way and bringing our deepest 
self for service to the world? This 
includes “confession” not as self-
hate but as recognition I am one 
amongst many.

Story-tellers: How do we 
practise using the biblical pattern 
of story-telling to provoke a new 
future in our situation? How do 
we re-store (that is, re-story)?

Healers and 
Hospitality 
Providers:
Appreciating the 
provision of the 
creative source: 
How do we 
practice 
knowing one 
another more 
deeply and 
bringing those 
seldom present 
to the table?

 
 
 
Let’s assume this understanding of trinity and hence God is indeed in line with Gospel and 
historical understandings of God held by Jesus. If so then the Gospel and/or historical 
practices of Jesus (re-traditioned of course for our time and place) would give some hint to 
the way of divine life. Marcus Borg, though in slightly different context to this presentation, 
addressed this in a number of his books suggesting that the different ways people saw Jesus 
gave a hint to the central practices of the divine life. He came up with four key practice areas 
and I have paraphrased them in this diagram.   
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Threesomes …some others…

KangarooKookaburraJacanaEmuNative 
Animal 
Patterns

Via Trans-
formativa

Via CreativaVia NegativaVia PositivaMatthew Fox

Communing 
and Going to 
Be in the 
World

Hearing and 
Interpreting 
the Story

Reflection/ 
Confession

Welcome, 
Gathering, 
Affirmation, 
Thanksgiving

Traditional 
Liturgical 
Pattern

John: EagleLuke: OxMark: LionMatthew: 
Winged 
Human

Canonical 
Gospels

Action for 
Justice

Story-tellingMysticismHospitality 
and Healing

Borg’s 
Approach

 
 
 

• Once again this may suggest other “four pronged” practice methods that you have 
seen and that can be related to the Borg understanding. 

 
• Related to Borg’s understanding is the view that each of the Canonical Gospels 

(Matthew, Mark, Luke, John) view Jesus through the lens of a particular practice/way 
of being. In progressive circles there is sometimes dis-ease at the choice of the four 
Gospels for inclusion in the Christian bible and the political implications of the choice. 
Are these accounts that accentuate the other-worldliness or hierarchical nature of 
divinity? Countering that view (and related to our view of Trinity offered in this 
presentation) is a sense that, if read openly, these accounts of Jesus most 
accentuate the idea that Jesus divinity is a product of his profound humanity. I am not 
the right person and this is not the right place to settle that argument. But I offer here 
one interpretation of how Jesus was viewed through a particular lens of humanity and 
human practice in each gospel. The animal symbols with each Gospel are the 
symbols taken from Revelation 4:6-8 and assigned to each gospel and give an 
alternative image for each practice: 

• Matthew – Jesus living as the new Moses – divinity arises here by 
recognising one’s call to leadership (full and unmitigated appreciation of the 
role offered by the creative source) 

• Mark – Jesus living as the wounded king – divinity (kingship) arises here not 
through pre-ordination, or by right or by asserting power over the other but by 
humbly living life (the “suffering” idea of Buddhist parlance)  - “….(but) even 
like Moses, we are challenged to stop before the burning bush that we fail to 
notice in our purpose driven days.” Bruce Epperly: Holy Adventure: Forty-
One Days of Audacious Living (2008) (you may notice the subtle dig at Rick 
Warren here and in the title of the book).   

• Luke – Jesus living as friend and teacher – divinity arises when we begin to 
reinterpret life through a new story – a story that is not about maintenance of 
the status quo and the system but about an “ethically wise” way of living. 

• John – Jesus living as constant love – free of the synoptic 
(Mark/Luke/Matthew) story-line – divinity arises when we live a majestic 
vision of “the love drenched way of life” toward God and neighbour.  

 
You may see the ordering of the Gospels differently against Borg’s four practices (which 
will happen because there are elements of all practices in one and one in all). You may at 
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least find these lenses helpful when reading the Gospels for understanding and action. I 
have. 

 
• The connection of the traditional liturgical pattern to Borg’s practice areas offers (at 

least) two profound insights: 
• Such a pattern is not pointless or worthless but the things we do in 

such a pattern are not (and should not be) constrained by past 
approaches (for example, if the gathering space is about hospitality 
and healing how much more creativity could we bring to that?) 

• Such a pattern is not just for “once a week” but is practised and 
practised over and over as we spiral around the “U” in the divine 
dance. If we are Sunday morning practitioners then that is only just 
“practice to enable us keep practising.” 

• In his new book The Hidden Spirituality of Men: Ten Metaphors to Awaken the 
Sacred Masculine (2008) Matthew Armstrong outlines the four “practice steps” of 
creation spirituality which mirror Borg’s pattern: 

• Via Positiva: Failing in love with life and the place you have in it 
• Via Negativa: Emptying yourself of the expectation that you alone 

can be it all 
• Via Creativa: becoming mother, father and midwife to a new story of 

what is possible 
• Via Transormativa: testing out the new creative ways to bring justice 

into effect 
 

• Presenting these ideas at a conference (non-church/non-religious) last year I was 
followed in my presentation by an academic educator involved in finding creative 
ways of engaging indigenous primary school children to learn. Drawing on traditional 
methods of learning, the speaker talked about preparing the children to approach life 
(and the things they had to learn in life) through the life practices of four native 
animals: 

• Emu: “pecks around” to appreciate the possibilities of “what is” 
• Jacana: realises it can’t “do it alone” with key relationship with other animals 
• Kookaburra: calls out about the new possibilities and engages “the other” 
• Kangaroo: takes the new ideas to new places – makes it happen     
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A question for table discussion…

• What are other “simplifications” of the pattern of spiritual practice that you 

have found useful?

 


